We present a deterministic text extraction algorithm that relies on three basic assumptions: color/luminance uniformity of the interior region, closed boundaries of sharp edges and the consistency of local contrast. The algorithm is basically independent of the character alphabet, text layout, font size and orientation. The heart of this algorithm is an edgebounded averaging for the classification of smooth regions that enhances robustness against noise without sacrificing boundary accuracy. We have also developed a verification process to clean up the residue of incoherent segmentation. Our framework provides a symmetric treatment for both regular and inverse text. We have proposed three heuristics for identifying the type of text from a cluster consisting of two types of pixel aggregates. Finally, we have demonstrated the advantages of the proposed algorithm over adaptive thresholding and block-based clustering methods in terms of boundary accuracy, segmentation coherency, and capability to identify inverse text and separate characters from background patches.
INTRODUCTION
Text extraction, or identifying text pixels from a digital image, is a fundamental and critical task for many imageprocessing applications. A traditional application is optical character recognition (OCR). In OCR systems, high-level features of characters are computed over the identified character pixels1. A prevailing technique of text extraction for OCR applications has been thresholding-based binarizations. During the past decade, various adaptive thresholding techniques have been proposed to deal with non-uniform illumination that fails the global thresholding techniques24. Most adaptive thresholding algorithms work by constructing a smooth threshold surface and then perform pixel classification by simply comparing pixel luminance to the surface. However, these techniques face a fundamental limitation with images that contains both regular and inverse text (regular and inverse text refer to character pixels dark or lighter than surroundings, respectively), as well as sharp background features. Part ofthe difficulties may be attributed to the fact that thresholding algorithms are more focused on the property ofthe background rather than text itself. Apart from thresholding approaches, recent research works made explicit assumptions about text510. On the other hand, researchers in the area of compound document image compression have also developed new text extraction algorithms from a different perspective".
In this paper, we present a novel algorithm for text extraction. Our approach is to explore pixel-level attributes that are usually associated with printed text without making assumptions about underlying language alphabet, font size, text layout or orientation. Specifically, we assume that text possesses the following three properties to a large degree:
1 . Uniform color 2. Closed boundary characterized by sharp edges 3 . Consistent local contrast relative to surroundings.
The assumption of uniform color is nothing new. It has been observed and explored by many researchers. It is not difficult to verify that the vast majority of text fits the uniformity assumption while pictorial regions do not. This fact makes a lot of sense from the point of information representation. For characters and graphics, shape and topology are usually enough to carry all the information. The second criterion, especially the closure requirement, further sets text apart from other content. The third constraint about constant local contrast is independent of the first two. It requires a text character to be darker (or lighter) than all of its surrounding pixels. We found this extra condition indispensable in assuring a consistent binary segmentation that classifies every pixel as either text or non-text. Such a binary segmentation has inherent limitations for images with spatially interconnected regions of multiple colors. The most commonly encountered difficulties are the text with shadow and "text on text". Keep in mind that any constant color patch could be classified as "text" by our first two criteria alone. Figure 1 shows three examples representing text with lighter shadow, text with darker shadow, and "text on text". Common in the examples shown is that there are three spatially interconnected regions of uniform colors: text, shadow and background. Obviously there is no perfect solution in assigning three distinct regions with only two labels (text and non-text). However, the criterion of consistent local contrast ensures a coherent segmentation and in the majority of cases achieved the desired results. Under this condition, the darker characters in Figure 1 (a) and (c) will be correctly identified as text and the shadows as non-text, although the characters "dinosaurs" with dark shadow in the Figure 1 The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews existing text extraction algorithms. Section 3 describes the initial pass of identifying candidate text pixels, including our key contribution of an edge-bounded averaging method and a character model. Section 4 presents a verification process aimed at eliminating spurious text pixels by enforcing vertical and object coherency constraints. Section 5 deals with the issue of determining the type of character (regular or inverse) from a local context with three heuristics. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper with the summary, discussion and future research directions.
2.REVIEW OF PREVIOUS WORK
There has been extensive research work done in the area of text extraction. One way to categorize the existing algorithms is by the level of assumptions made about text.
A key assumption used by thresholding algorithms is that the pixel's luminance value alone distinguishes text from others. These algorithms generally rely on a threshold surface for the comparison and pixel classification. In the case of global thresholding algorithms, this thresholding surface is a constant determined by heuristics based on the statistics of the entire image. For example, Kittler and Illingworth model the image luminance with a bimodal distribution of two Gaussians and compute a global threshold that minimizes the Bayes error2. The application of global thresholding algorithms is limited to images with a uniform background. Most adaptive thresholding techniques assume a nonuniform but slowly varying background. The algorithms work by estimating the local background variance and using it to compute localized threshold values3'4. However even adaptive thresholding approaches do not work well with images containing both regular and inverse characters and/or background regions with sharp features.
Another group of algorithms rely on explicit assumptions about the properties of a group of spatially adjacent text pixels. Assuming color uniformity of text, Zhong et al. 's algorithm quantized the color space into a few prototype colors and segmented the image into connected components of uniform color7. Jiangying Zhou et al also reported a similar method8. However, the measure alone is too loose that it resulted in too many false characters. Bottou et al. developed a segmentation algorithm for the Djvi compound document compression' '. The algorithm partitions an image into fixed square blocks and finds two dominant colors within each block using a clustering algorithm. The consistency among neighboring blocks in assigning foreground and background colors is taken into account by a relaxation algorithm. Pixel classification is achieved by associating it with the closest color within its block. Our observation is that the algorithm performs reasonably well on complex documents but its performance on boundary accuracy and segmentation consistency leaves room for improvement. Besides the attributes at pixel level, researchers have explored higher-level text properties including the stroke width of characters, the size of characters, language alphabet, spaces between characters and lines, and paragraph and page layout. White and Rohrer's integrated function algorithm distinguishes characters from background by detecting character boundaries using gradient and Laplacian operators and finding matching edges within a maximum distance of a stroke width5. A disadvantage ofthis approach is its sensitivity to noise due to the nature ofthose derivative operators.
Moreover, a single pass of the image in raster order cannot guarantee segmentation coherency. For reduced noise sensitivity, Kamel and Zhao's logical level algorithm proposed a differential operator using the central pixel value and a set of local averages computed from windows configured according the maximum stroke width as an alternative to the Laplacian operator6. Ye et al. 's double edge and Djeziri et al. 's filformity approaches both incorporated stroke width into their feature extraction/filtering stage in order to suppress background noise9'10. These techniques based on the stroke width are aimed at extracting thin characters from complex backgrounds such as handwritten checks. In this case, it is reasonable to assume that the stroke width is within a small and known range. Another common characteristic of these algorithms is that they incorporate the knowledge of stroke width into the main classification process rather than in a separate stage. In contrast, some text extraction algorithms are actually a cascade of a basic pixel-level classification stage following by a series of text verification stages that relies on higher-level text properties. For example, Zhong et al. 's verification stage assumed character size, the minimum number of characters in a text line, and horizontally aligned text lines7. Suen and Wang detected edges using a color edge detector12. The edges were grouped into rectangular blocks by a classic page segmentation technique RLSA (run length smoothing algorithm)13. The blocks were then classified using heuristics about the characters within a block. Similarly, Chen and Chen proposed a method that utilizes both color quantization and edge detection for the initial text identification and the RLSA-based method for block-based classification14. The above two methods that use edges alone for the initial text identification have several limitations: 1) it is difficult to distinguish true text edges from close-by edges of background or shadows of characters, 2) it relies on high level text properties to prune non-text edges, 3) it relies on further processing to fill in the interiors for edges identified as text characters and the filling process is by no means trivial.
Generally speaking, algorithms that employ more knowledge about text tend to make fewer mistakes in identifying specific text regions. However, their application areas are more limited. For example, it may not be acceptable to limit the segmentation stage of a compound document image compression algorithm to a particular language or certain page layouts. On the other hand, when necessary and suitable it is not difficult to add verifications stages with applicable text properties to reduce the false identification of text pixels. For the above reasons, our approach is to explore pixel-level properties oftext characters and avoid higher-level text properties almost completely.
IDENTIFICATION OF CANDIDATE TEXT PIXELS
In this section, we describe a three-step process used to identify candidate text pixels. First, we identify transitions and smooth regions using a measure of gradient magnitude. Pixels in the transition regions are assumed to be text boundaries and classified into two categories that correspond to regular and inverse text. Second, we classify smooth regions into text interiors or non-text in a line-by-line raster scan. To achieve a robust performance without sacrificing localization accuracy, we introduce an edge-bounded averaging method and a character model based on the three assumptions about characters. Finally, we rely on a vertical scan to correct some misclassifications ofthe smooth regions.
3.1.

Identification and classification of transition areas
Although ideal character boundaries may be characterized as discontinuities, in practice they generally appeared as sharp transition areas due to degradations such as blurring that occur during printing and imaging processes. This transition area may include the majority or even all of the pixels for characters of thin stroke width. Therefore the identification of the transition areas is paramount for the overall performance of the text extraction algorithm. We looked for a detector with accurate localization and robustness against noise to ensure precise and closed character boundaries.
A gradient operator is well suited for detecting the transition area and it is very closely related to edge detection. Although various color gradient and edge detectors have been proposed and shown to give more reliable results, we chose an achromatic gradient operator for its simplicity. In particular, the gradient operator consists of two 3x3 Sobel operators15 for the computation of horizontal and vertical components. Assuming p is the luminance value of the image pixel at the location (i,j), the gradient components and the magnitude may be written as:
Gy, = + 2p÷1 + p1_1,+1 )-
To further divide the transition areas into ascending and descending ones, we adopt a discrete Laplacian operator.
With the gradient magnitude and the Laplacian, we may identify the transition areas using a simple thresholding. This straightforward edge detector was chosen after an investigation of an activity metric proposed in White and Rohrer's paper5, which we found to be significantly in favor of small objects (and boundary sections with large curvature) and is thus very sensitive to spot noise.
We refer to the pixels of the transition and smooth Classify the pixel at (ij) as NON EDGE. Line-by-line classification of smooth areas by an edge-bounded averaging Pixels classified as NON EDGE represent smooth regions that include interiors oftext/graphics, background and parts of pictorial regions. These pixels need to be distinguished as text interiors or non-text. Corresponding to two types (regular and inverse) oftext, text interiors may be further divided into BLACK iNTERIOR and WHITE iNTERIOR representing interior luminance lower and higher than their surrounding pixels, respectively. A previous approach used by White and Robrer is to classify a non-edge segment as text interior if it is bounded by the edges ofthe same type on both the left and right. In the other words, ifboth the left and right ends of a non-edge segment were BLACK EDGE, the segment is classified as BLACK iNTERIOR; if both the left and right ends of a non-edge segment were WHITE EDGE, the segment is classified as WHITE INTERIOR; otherwise the segment is classified as non-text. However, this technique is quite sensitive to noise due to its reliance on the second order derivative of the Laplacian operator. In particular, the second derivative is the least reliable at both ends ofa non-edge segment where the gradient is the weakest.
Although averaging is a well-known technique against noise, a linear spatial-invariant averaging will adversely affect boundary accuracy and possibly result in the loss of thin characters with low local contrast. For a robust performance without sacrificing boundary accuracy, we designed a spatial-variant, edge-bounded averaging for obtaining reliable sample values. The edge-bounded average at pixel location (iJ) is defined as the average value ofthe connected pixels originatingfrom the pixel ((/) within the window. For this operation, we do not distinguish ascending and descending edges. Thus there are only two types of pixels: edges and non-edges. The connectivity is determined by pixel types and spatial proximity15. We used 8-connectivity for edges and 4-connectivity for non-edges. Alternatively, this may be viewed as a masking operation with a spatially-variant mask. Although a mask of uniform averaging was used in our implementation, a central-weighted mask is also possible. Else, Classify the segment as NON-TEXT.
Endif Endif
Among the three parameters, A is the maximum tolerance of interior non-uniformity, 8eand6 are the minimum contrasts between interior and edge and interior and exterior, respectively. Notice that the order of the comparisons represents the priority such that the pixels closer to the segment have higher priority in determining the type of the segment. According to our assumptions, text characters have closed edge boundaries. Therefore, the one-dimensional classification algorithm should ideally be sufficient to identify all the interior regions of text characters. However, noise may cause some errors due to misclassified edges. In this regard, our method achieved significantly better results than White and Rohrer's in terms of misclassifications of the interior intervals. For White and Rohrer's algorithm, which simply relies on a pair of matching edges, errors in classifying edges directly causes misclassifications of the interior intervals.
3.3.
Correcting misclassified interiors in a vertical scan A large percentage of these errors may be corrected by exploring vertical coherency. In a column-by-column order, we look for short vertical intervals classified as non-text. If both ends of an interval were classified as the text interior or edge of the same category, we reclassify the interval accordingly. For example, if both ends are black edge/interior and black edge/interior, we reclassify all the pixels within the vertical segment as BLACK INTERIOR. A very simple edge linking was included in this step such that we reclassified a non-text pixel as black (white) edge if both of its above and below neighbor pixels are the same type black (white) edges.
VERIFICATION OF CANDIDATE TEXT PIXELS
The emphasis of the first stage as described in the previous section was to identify candidate text pixels with a minimum number of misses. The detection and classification were done in small local contexts of small windows and line intervals, and all edge pixels were presumed to be text pixels. Generally this results in large amount of spurious text pixels. This can be seen from the example of Figure 4 (b) , where edges connecting the characters "COLUMNS" and the lower portion of the shadow bar were identified as text pixels. Obviously these spurious text pixels will cause serious problems for the intended applications.
In order to eliminate these spurious text pixels, all ofthe candidate text pixels are subjected to verification. Our verification process enforces the three assumptions about text characters in a bigger spatial context but assumes no knowledge about high-level text properties such as stroke width and the size of characters, language alphabet, spaces between characters and lines, and paragraph and page layout. The verification is done at two levels: neighboring lines and connected 
4.1.
Verification by neighboring lines At the first level of verification, we examined the vertical coherency of the segmentation result. This was done by examining each horizontal segment and the edges surrounding it.
In a horizontal line-by-line raster scan, we check each segment classified as text interior (BLACK or WHITE INTERIOR) and looked for two types of incoherency: 1) missing border: the current pixel is text interior and the pixel right above or below is either text interior of the opposite type or non-text; 2) interior and border mismatch: the current pixel is text interior and the pixel right above or below is an edge pixel of the opposite type. A current pixel of non-text was counted as both type 1 and type 2 errors. For each non-edge segment, we count segment length L, the number of black interior pixels Nk, the number of white interior pixels N, the maximum run length of type 1 errors EL1 and the maximum run length of combined type 1 and 2 errors EL12. These statistics are used to decide whether to delete (reclassify) the segment and associated edges on the left and right and possibly above and below. Deletion of a text interior means reclassifying it as non-text and deletion of a edge pixel means to reclassify it into a class of "deleted (c) edge" since it still needs to be treated as edges for the edge-bounded averaging. The segment and the associated left and right edges can be processed as below:
Delete the segment ofblack interior. Delete black edges starting from the left and right ends and move outwards until a different type ofpixel is encountered.
Else ifN>O.5*L Delete the segment of white interior. Delete white edges starting from the left and right ends and move outwards until a different type of pixel is encountered. Else Delete the segment. However, since the majority of the segment was previously classified as non-text the type of edges to delete from the left and right should be determined independently in the manner explained below.
Endif Endif
If a segment is deleted, any edge neighboring the segment in the vertical orientation is also targeted for deletion. However, the type of edges to be deleted must be determined independently of the type of deleted interior segment since interior segments were classified in the horizontal context. Figure 5 (a) illustrates pixel locations surrounding a horizontal segment. Boxes with dotted lines represent possible edge pixels right above and below the segment. For example, if there is an edge at the location (i-1, j), the type of edges to be deleted starting from (io-1,j) upwards needs to be determined. First, we computed the of different type is encountered; else we search upwards until a nonedge is found (say at the location 11,j) and compute the edge-bounded averaging value i1,j at (i1, f). In the last case, if < 8 ) , we delete the black edges; else if piO,j > + SX ) we delete the white edges, in the same way as described above; otherwise, we leave the edges alone. The same method was applied to the possible edges below and the left and right edges when necessary.
Notice that the verification process has a region-growing effect. A single pixel error within a character may cause the whole character to be deleted. Therefore, a robust interior classification method such as the one presented in the previous section is essential. To improve tolerance to spot noise, the verification is only applied to interior intervals longer than a specified length (e.g. 3).
4.2.
Verification by connected components The line-based verification process can only propagate the result in one direction such that one raster pass may not necessarily delete all spurious text pixels. But it is generally capable of breaking the undesirable connections between characters. To carry on the verification process further and to collect necessary statistics for the next step, a connectivity analysis is conducted. We use the 8-neighborhood system and call an aggregate of candidate text pixels a sub-blob (the name "blob" is reserved for a hierarchical connectivity analysis to be introduced later in Section 5). Sub-blobs are divided into two types: black sub-blobs consist of black edges and interiors, and white sub-blobs consist of white edges and interiors. The statistics collected during the connectivity analysis include: total number of pixels, number of border pixels, number of missing borders, sum of horizontal run lengths and the number of runs. Border occurs when the current pixel is a black or white (either edge or interior) and one of its neighbors is an opposite type or non-text. Missing border occurs when the current pixel is a black (or white) interior and one of its neighbors is white (or black) interior or non-text. The run length is the number of consecutive pixels belonging to a sub-blob.
With the collected statistics, verification is performed on each sub-blob:
1) If the total number of pixels is less than a given threshold minSubSize (dependent on the resolution and the minimum font size, we chose 3 for resolution less than 300 DPI, 6 for 300DPI, and 36 for over 300DPI), the sub-blob is marked as non-text.
2) If the number of total missing borders is larger than a parameter maxNollorderPixels (dependent on image resolution, we chose 10 for less than 300DPI, 25 for 300DPI and 50 for above 300 DPI), the sub-blob is marked as non-text.
3) If the border count is larger than a parameter minBorderCount (we chose 5) and the ratio of missing border count over total border count is larger than a given threshold maxMissingBorderRatio (we chose 0.2), the subblob is marked as non-text. 4) If the total number of pixels in the current sub-blob is less than a threshold (we chose 7*minSubSize), we look for another sub-blob of the same type (black or white) and with pixels count at least 70% of the current subblob within a "context window" of a specified size (dependent on the resolution, we chose 21x21 for less than 300 DPI, 29x29 for 300DPI) centered in the current pixel location. If no such a sub-blob is found, the current sub-blob is marked as non-text.
Although the connectivity analysis is a powerful tool that bridges pixels to objects, it can have an undesirable effect: if there is even a single pixel connection in between a character and a pictorial object, the character will be counted as a part of the pictorial object. Our solution to the problem is a simple "self-splitting". The idea is to split a connected component if certain conditions are met. The splitting mainly targets thin lines. During the connectivity analysis we in fact have the knowledge about the length of a horizontal slice of the sub-blob and its statistics. If the slice is narrow enough and the pixel count is larger enough, we simply terminate the current sub-blob and create a new sub-blob.
4.3.
Determination of text type by a hierarchical connected component analysis So far we have identified sub-blobs oftwo types (black and white) as the candidates for regular and inverse text, as exemplified by Figure 6 .b. Generally these sub-blobs are interconnected and form bigger aggregates. There are two typical kinds of aggregates: 1) characters and residues ofnon-text, and 2) characters on a uniform color patch. Only one type of sub-blobs from each aggregate shall be selected as the "text".
We next introduce a two-level hierarchical model with a new level ofblobs for the aggregates of sub-blobs, as illustrated in Figure 7 . _______________________ The connectivity of sub-blobs is the same as for the pixels. analysis that groups 8- 
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and white border pixels, the numbers of black and white missing borders, the average horizontal run lengths of black and white sub-blobs, and the numbers of black and white inner sub-blobs. An inner sub-blob is a sub-blob that belongs to the blob and does not connect to any pixel that does not belong to the blob. All other statistics were already collected during the previous connectivity analysis of sub-blobs.
We have developed three heuristics based on the statistics to determine the type of sub-blobs as the final choice of "text":
1)
By the total number of broken borders. For example, if the total number of the broken borders of the white (black) sub-blobs is more than a given threshold and is larger than that ofthe black (white) sub-blobs by a given factor, we chose the black (white) sub-blobs. This heuristic is intended to eliminate the type of sub-blobs that consists of too many non-text residues. Notice that this heuristic alone may not be able to accomplish the selection for every blob.
2) By the number of inner sub-blobs and the averages of horizontal run lengths. This heuristic is intended for identifying text from a uniform patch. We chose the type of sub-blobs if the blob contains more than a given number of sub-blobs ofthe type and its average horizontal run length is sufficiently (e.g., 30%) shorter than the other type. For the example of Figure 6 , since the blob containing "national forecast" has 16 white inner subblobs and the average run length of white sub-blobs are significantly shorter than that of black, we would identify white sub-blobs as the "text". However, this heuristic has several limitations. First, since the maximum number of holes generally varies among language alphabets the threshold for the minimum number of inner sub-blobs should be language-dependent. For example, the maximum number of holes per character for English alphabet is two and we found the threshold of four inner sub-blobs is usually sufficient. But the threshold of four is not enough for Chinese. For example, the Chinese character shown on Figure 8 .b has six holes (white subblobs). The second limitation is the inner sub-blob can only describe a simple topologic structure of one-level containment. The concentric circles of Figure 8 .c would be counted as having three inner white sub-blobs. The other anomaly is the sub-blobs with shorter average run length may not be the true text. Figure 8 .d is a case in hand.
3) By the effective border length (EBL). The effective border length is defined as:
EBLW total white border length -k total white missing borders EBLk total black border length -k total black missing borders where k controls the effect of the errors. We chose k=5. We then simply selected the type of sub-blobs with larger EFL. For the cases with text on a uniform color patch, generally this heuristic produces an opposite result as the first heuristic. That is, it will select the uniform patch as the "text" since it has the larger EFL. This result is desirable for image compression for which we would like to preserve as many border pixels as possible.
For OCR applications, we incorporated all three heuristics in a cascaded order of #1, #2 and #3 . Another possibility in this case is to submit both black and white sub-blobs to the character recognition module separately and chooses the one with higher recognition confidence. For the applications of compound document image compression, the cascaded order of #1 and #3 may be more desirable. 
4.4.
Implementation and experimental results The algorithm was developed with an efficient implementation in mind. For many applications such as document scanning and compression, an image is accessed in a raster sequence, from left to right, and from top to bottom. An implementation in the raster-scan mode with a rotational memory buffer reduces working memory size and latency. In this processing mode, a sequential labeling algorithm16 is well suited for the connectivity analysis.
The text extraction algorithm has been tested extensively on various document images scanned at 75-300 dpi (dot per inch). For 300 dpi images, we applied a 3x3 Gaussian smoothing before the edge detection. The extraction. Both input images were scanned at . 300 dpi resolution. Figure 9 .a shows an input . :
image that contains text on uniform color patches and sharp background edges. The text extraction . result using the proposed algorithm is shown in Figure 9 .b. Our result showed accurate character boundaries, coherent object segmentation and good capability for "engraving" out characters patches. The other mput image shown in Figure  9 .c includes regular and inverse text, text with dark shadows, text on a uniform color patch, and horizontally and vertically oriented text. The result shown in Figure 9 .d indicates that the algorithm correctly identified most of the text characters.
SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
We have presented a text extraction algorithm that is deterministic and parametric. The algorithm relies on three basic assumptions about text. They are color/luminance uniformity ofthe interior region, closed boundaries of sharp edges and the consistency of local contrast. The algorithm is basically independent of the character alphabet, text layout, font size and orientation. The heart of this algorithm is an edge-bounded averaging for the classification of smooth regions that AJ)
A(.J) ')VJF)r interior and exterior 8 = Te , and the maximum distance of vertical gaps D=5. The algorithm worked quite well on images scanned from magazines, books and brochures. The scanned images from these usually exhibit good quality. The most challenging cases were from scanned images of daily newspapers due to their generally poor print and paper quality. enhances robustness against noise without sacrificing boundary accuracy. We have also developed a verification process to clean up the residue of incoherent segmentation. Our framework provides a symmetric treatment for both regular and inverse text. We have proposed three heuristics for identifying the type of text from a cluster consisting of two types of pixel aggregates. Finally, we have demonstrated the advantages of the proposed algorithm over adaptive thresholding and block-based clustering methods in terms of boundary accuracy, segmentation coherency, and capability to identify inverse text and separate characters from background patches.
The key idea of the proposed algorithm is to subject text objects to more rigorous scrutiny based not only on local pixel attributes but also on the coherency of the object as a whole. The boundaries of objects are determined by edge detection. Consequently the performance of the proposed algorithm mainly rests on the image quality, especially the quality of character boundaries. For images of poor quality characterized by blurry edges or excess noise, broken boundaries may make the performance ofthe algorithm significantly deteriorated.
Clearly, a more robust edge detection method will further enhance the robustness of the text extraction algorithm. Along this direction, we have identified two topics for further research. There have been several proposed color edge detectors. It has been shown that color edge detectors give more reliable results than ones relying only on luminance. However, the best color edge detector and potential gain for this particular application remain to be determined. Also, we currently use a globally fixed threshold for edge strength. Since it does not take into account the correlations among nearby edges, the trade-off between sensitivity and robustness has to be made. We plan to study schemes of spatially-variable edge thresholding that are determined by either a simple fixed window or an object-wise coherent measure.
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